Pre-K Supply List for 2021-2022

Please note: Please bring in all supplies by September 24th

- 2 boxes of large, zipper Ziploc plastic storage bags (gallon size)
- 2 boxes of small, zipper Ziploc plastic storage bags (sandwich size)
- 2 packages of baby wipes
- 2 black Sharpie markers
- 2 large rolls of Scotch clear packing tape
- 1 Elmer's clear glue bottles 5oz
- 1 Elmer's 4pack of glue sticks
- 1 package of glue dots
- 1 pack of large paper plates
- 1 packages of Crayola Play-Doh (regular size)
- 1 package kid-sized scissor (label with child’s name)
- 1 plastic folder (No paper folder) (label with child’s name)

In addition, each child will need:
- 1 change of clothes (socks, underwear, shirt, pants that are easy for your child to put on independently) in plastic, labeled baggie. Also, label all clothing, please.

- 1 personal (labeled) Non-disposable water bottle

- 1 nap mat (see picture) or 1 fitted sheet to fit rest mats (size 24” x 48”). Please write your child’s name on nap mat or sheet with permanent marker, or attach a tag with their name
It makes it so much easier to set up cots at naptime with names on everything. [We will send mats or sheets home every Friday for washing and ask that you send back every Monday in your child’s backpack.]

Thank You, Pre-K Team